Sales Tax Streamlining & Modernization Commission

Agenda for 2016

1. Policy for Not-for-Profit Fairs, Festivals, Events, Sales, Dues
2. Policy for Business Utilities, MM&E, Consumables
3. Policy for Agricultural Exemptions
4. Policy for Vending & Other Lesser Issues
5. Examination and consideration of exemptions for Repeal / Retain
6. Increase of Suspended 1% Exemptions to full 4% Exemption for those 1% Exemptions that are Maintained
7. Consideration of application of sales tax to various services
8. Consideration of application of sales tax to digital goods
9. Value of Exemptions Repealed & Services added at Local Level - LFO
10. Push down to Local Level of Exemptions Maintained
11. Give Local Government ## of years to make their internal definitions and policies over exemptions consistent. Possible ballot language to stop locals and their underlying districts from having different exemptions than state.
12. Proper definitions and classification of Exclusions / Exemptions for Exemptions Maintained
13. Consideration of Constitutional Exemptions to Sales Tax
   a. Ballot initiative for a vote to eliminate and lower rates
   b. Statutory Language required to fit inside of SSUTA
14. Coordinated Audit / Central Collection
   a. Subcommittee of Locals and State
   b. Recommendations by January 2017